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Description:  
12 Fiber optic pigtail 9/125 1.2m FC/UPC Single Mode. 

Fiber pigtails are a great solution for fusion splicing inside of a fiber optic enclosure. The ribbon fan-out fiber 

pigtails come with a partial outer jacket to help protect the tight buffer fibers from being damaged. If space is a 

premium, the outer jacket can easily be removed, allowing the pigtails to have a tighter bend radius and take up 

less space. 

Technical Parameters: 
 Parameter: Single mode 

 

Multi mode(optional) 
 

 Insertion Loss  ≤0.3dB  ≤0.20dB

 Return Loss
 ≥45 dB (PC)

 ≥50 dB (UPC)

 ≥60 dB (APC)

 ≥35 dB (PC)

 ≥45 dB (UPC)

 Wavelength  1310nm,1550nm  850nm,1310nm

 Repeatability  ≤0.1

 Durability
 ≤0.2 dB typical change, 1000 matings

 Interchangeability  ≤0.2dB

 Cord diameter  3.0mm

 Connector Available  SC,FC,ST,LC,MU,MTRJ

 Application  Telecommunication Network
 Testing Equipment
 Local Ares Network
 CATV

 Fiber core available  4,6,8,12,24 fiber…

Features: 
 Low Insertion Loss

 Good reliability and stability

 These Single mode 12 fiber pigtails with 900 micron

buffer are ready for splicing.

 Each fiber strand in the kit has a color-coded buffer

for easy identification and the colors are industry

standard.

 In this 12-pack, twelve strands of fiber are

terminated on one end with FC connectors.

 Connectors are ceramic with ultra physical contact

(UPC) finish. Each cable comes with test results and

a lifetime guarantee.
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